A Survey of Internationalisms between Slovene and English

V članku avtorica obravnava internacionalizme med slovenščino in angleščino, pri čemer se naslanja na korpus 895 leksikalnih parov, ki se začnejo na L, in pokaže, da lahko le v omejenem številu preučevanih parov prepoznamo prave prijatelje, medtem ko v preostalih primerih nastane oblika lažnega prijateljstva.

The paper discusses the phenomenon of internationalisms between Slovene and English on the basis of a corpus comprising 895 lexical pairs beginning with the letter L, and shows that only a limited number of the analysed pairs can be regarded as true friends, while others result in false friendship of different types.

I. Introduction

Internationalisms are “words which are used internationally” (Ivir 1988: 93). The formerly prevalent opinion that these internationally used words represent the part of the lexicon that can be used by foreign-language users without reserve, for they not only share more or less the same form but also have the same meaning, has long been replaced with translators’ and interpreters’ warnings against these translation traps for the unwary or false friends as most of them are often referred to.

As Ivir points out, and the present analysis proves, total overlap between internationalisms that have entered two languages is only one of the possibilities. Moreover, only a limited number of internationalisms belong to true friends, and can be used by foreign-language users without falling into the trap of committing interlingual errors. Most of the internationalisms, however, result in false friendship, either on the semantic, morphological, phonological and/or orthographical level.

True friends are, strictly speaking, only those pairs of words of common origin with which total overlap on all the above-mentioned levels can be established. However, they also include pairs of words with which differences could be accounted for through language systems. Thus, for example, all the analysed Slovene lexemes ending in -acija, -ocija or -ucija correspond to English lexemes ending in -ation, -otion and -ution respectively (laktacija v. lactation, lokomocija v. locomotion and lokucija v. location); all the analysed Slovene lexemes ending in -izacija correspond to English lexemes ending in -isation/-ization (legalizacija v. legalisation); and all the analysed Slovene verbs ending in -irati correspond to English verbs, formed through conversion from their respective nouns (lamentirati v. lament), while all the analysed Slovene verbs ending in -izirati correspond to English verbs ending in -isel/-ize (literarizirati v. literalise/literalize). Similarly, some language-system spelling patterns may be observed such as, for example, Slovene -kt-, -gv- and -vk- corresponding to the English -ct-, -gu- and -uk- respectively (laktacija v. lactation, lingvističen v. linguistic, levkom v. leucoma).
Internationalisms not resulting in true friends form the false-friend group. False friends between Slovene and English\(^1\) can be described as pairs of words of non-native origin which have preserved their foreign-looking and/or -sounding form in the Slovene language, and perhaps in the English language as well, and in which the misleading relationship between meaning and/or form may induce interlingual errors.

False friends included in the sample were studied strictly from the synchronic point of view. This means that only the differences existing today were taken into account. Therefore, with pairs of different morphological structure, it did not matter whether a particular lexeme had been adopted into one of the languages concerned with its affix or not, or if the affix in question was productive in the relevant language or not. The analysis was concerned exclusively with present differences between the lexemes. Thus lanian vs. lanthanum, for example, belongs to the category of morphological false friends although the suffix -um was never productive in English and the English language borrowed the lexeme together with its original suffix.

All the lexical pairs included in the corpus were analysed in detail to show the differences and similarities between the lexemes. Thus, on the basis of the definitions in Slovene and English monolingual dictionaries, possible differences in meaning between the representatives of lexical pairs were established first. All the pairs characterised by differences in meaning were then classified as semantic false friends. With the remaining pairs, the exception always being the so-called zero-equivalent false friends, only differences in the morphological structure, pronunciation and orthography were looked for. Pairs characterised by total overlap both in meaning and in form were then classified as true friends, while pairs characterised by morphological, phonological and orthographical differences were classified as morphological, phonological and orthographical false friends respectively. When differences in form proved to be systematic, and could therefore be attributed to language systems, lexical pairs were moved into the true-friend category.

II. Internationalisms – A Corpus Analysis

Internationalisms beginning with the letter L\(^2\) in Slovene and English were examined with a view to establish how significant the phenomenon of false friendship really is.

The Slovene corpus consists of internationalisms beginning with the letter L found in the only general monolingual dictionary of the Slovene language, the Slo-

---

\(^1\) I believe the same elaboration could be applied to other language pairs, e.g., Croatian and English, perhaps even to any Slavonic language and English. Although my opinion is based on the similarities that I could notice when consulting literature on false friends between several Slavonic languages and English, it has, to my personal knowledge, not been supported by any comparative analysis.

\(^2\) Edward L. Thorndike, on the basis of a study of the lexicon, divided the English alphabet into 105 approximately equal units, called blocks. The letter L occupies four blocks or almost 4 per cent of the English vocabulary. Since a considerable number of lexical items of foreign origin begin with this letter, it is assumed that internationalisms beginning with the letter L might be considered a representative sample.
var slovenskega knjižnega jezika (1970–91), supplemented with the lexical items occurring in the Slovar tujk (1982) and the Leksikon Cankarjeve založbe (1994). The corpus, composed of 895 Slovene lexical items, was then completed with the English counterparts, provided the English language had any.

Once the corpus was finished, each Slovene lexeme was compared to its English counterpart in order to establish whether any differences, regarding the form and/or meaning, may be observed. This was done by comparing the information about the respective lexemes in the above-mentioned dictionaries and encyclopaedia for the Slovene language and in the Collins English Dictionary (1994), The New Shorter Oxford Dictionary (1993) and the Oxford English Dictionary (1989) for the English language. Whenever the information occurring in the above-mentioned lexicographical works proved insufficient or even questionable, other dictionaries were consulted, e.g., the Longman Dictionary of English Language and Culture (1992), the Tehniški metalurški slovar (1995) and the Veliki moderni poslovn slovar (1997).

On the basis of the dictionary information, it could be established whether the lexical pairs differed on the semantic, morphological, phonological and/or orthographical levels. When no divergences could be found or when they proved to reflect systematic differences between the two languages, lexical pairs were classified as true friends.

Often, lexical pairs differed on more than one level. A hierarchy of false friends was therefore developed. This partly reflects the conclusions of other analyses and definitions of false friends (Crystal 1987, Golobič 1988 and 1989, Granger and Swallow 1988, Hayward and Moulin 1984, Ivir 1968 and 1988, Limon 1983, Malone 1982, Partington 1993, Topalova 1997, Van Roey 1990 and Welna 1977), and the results of the comparison of the lexical items included in the corpus. While analysing the above-mentioned lexemes, it could be observed that, with certain types of false friends, differences may occur on various levels. Semantic false friends, for example, may differ in meaning, morphology, pronunciation and spelling. With morphological false friends, the meanings of the lexemes are the same - the lexical pairs would differ in their morphological structure. Often, morphological differences would be

---

3 All the above-mentioned English dictionaries are general monolingual dictionaries. The decision to use the Collins English Dictionary as the basis for the comparison with the information on the Slovene lexical items provided by the Slovar slovenskega knjižnega jezika, which was dictated by the fact that the Collins English Dictionary is considered to be one of the best dictionaries of the collegiate-size category and is constantly being revised, proved to have some disadvantages. Ideally, two unabridged dictionaries should serve as the basis of the analysis. Unfortunately, the only general monolingual dictionary of Slovene falls into the desk-size category. Therefore the amount of information included in the dictionary is by definition smaller than the amount found in a collegiate dictionary. It is possible that the results of the analysis and the respective conclusions would be different if two dictionaries of the same size had been consulted.

4 Relying on dictionary information has certain drawbacks. First, the information included in the dictionary is not always reliable or up-to-date. Second, it is concerned only with a limited number of lemma properties, e.g., the pronunciation, meaning, grammatical behaviour, etc., while other aspects, pragmatical, for example, are usually neglected. Nevertheless, dictionaries represent the most objective sources and are comparable among each other. That is why dictionaries were consulted in order to discover the differences between the lexemes.
accompanied by phonological and orthographical divergences as well. Finally, while with phonological false friends differences in pronunciation may be supported also by different spelling, divergences among orthographical false friends are restricted to orthography.

Zero-equivalent false friends represent a separate category, for, with this type of lexemes, false friendship is not caused by semantic, morphological, phonological or orthographical differences, but by the non-existence of a similar counterpart.

A possible hierarchy of internationalisms would then consist of true friends and zero-equivalent false friends representing the two opposite ends of the scale, with other types of false friends occurring in-between. Because they are treacherous, semantic false friends would appear closest to the zero-equivalent false-friend category. Semantic false friends would then be followed by morphological and phonological false friends, with orthographical false friends occurring closest to true friends.

**Figure 1. A hierarchy of internationalisms**

```
true friends
orthographical false friends
phonological false friends
morphological false friends
semantic false friends
zero-equivalent false friends
```

On the basis of the differences between the analysed lexemes and the hierarchy proposed, false friends were classified as semantic, morphological, phonological, orthographical and zero-equivalent false friends respectively. False friends with which differences occurred on more than one level were classified according to the most treacherous of the divergences established within the lexical pair. Thus, semantic false friends which also differ in morphological structure, pronunciation and/or spelling are treated as semantic false friends, morphological false friends with treacherous pronunciation and/or orthography belong to the morphological false-friend category, and phonological false friends with which differences extend to spelling as well are referred to as phonological false friends.

Analysing the corpus and classifying true and false friends do not always produce the same results. First of all, the classification very much depends on the accuracy and refinement intended by the analyst. Second, the unstable meaning

---

5 In her work, Magdalena Pregelj (1995) analyses Slovene internationalisms beginning with the letter A and compares them to the English ones. She claims to have found only 300 internationalisms, of which 200 were true friends. Unfortunately, however, she does not mention anything about the compilation of the corpus. Therefore it is practically impossible to speculate on the discrepancies between her analysis and mine. At first I thought that her analysis only comprised the lexemes of foreign origin in the *Slovar tujk* (1982), but the number of the lexemes beginning with
with its fuzzy edges is very often hard to classify, especially if the individual classes are not as clear-cut as they should be. Third, the analysis of individual pairs is based on the information found in dictionaries. This poses several problems, the most serious ones being their reliability and comparability. As already mentioned, there exists only one general monolingual dictionary of Slovene, the compilation of which took the lexicographical team twenty years. This means that the dictionary does not register new words, new meanings and changes of meanings. Furthermore, the definitions and the illustrative material were taken from citation files and were not based on a corpus of Slovene as it is standard practice in the English-speaking countries nowadays. The analysis was also hindered by the size of the Slovar slovenskega knjižnega jezika, comparable to English desk dictionaries, while the dictionaries used for the analysis of the English lexemes, in order to obtain as much information as possible, belong to the categories of the so-called collegiate and unabridged dictionaries. And fourth, language is a living form and each individual's contribution to it might result in an acknowledged change.

III. Internationalisms Beginning with the Letter L – A Classification

According to Ivir (1988), there are “three possible types of semantic relationship between an internationalism in one language and its counterpart in another language: full overlap, partial overlap, and no overlap” (Ivir 1988: 96).

When comparing the Slovene lexemes with their English counterparts in order to establish whether any differences, in form and/or meaning, may be observed, only 84 lexical pairs, which equals 9.38 per cent of the corpus, have been classified as true friends.

With the exception of liftboy, lineation, localism, logograph and lotion, true friends seem to be restricted to subject fields, e.g., music, religion (labarum v. labarum, lama v. lama, limbo v. limbo), biochemistry and chemistry (lipid v. lipid, lipoïd v. lipoïd, lupulin v. lupulin), or are rarely used (lavacjia v. lavation, letargija v. lethargy, lunacija v. lunation). See Figure 2.

the letter A in the above-mentioned dictionary exceeds by far the number given by Pregelj. Another objection to her analysis might be that her comparison and classification are based on the differences found when consulting the Slovar slovenskega knjižnega jezika for the Slovene language and Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (1989) for the English language (cf. Pregelj 1995: 15). While the former is a monolingual dictionary for native speakers, the latter is intended for foreign-language learners. Since they cater for different dictionary users, the type and amount of information is different as well (cf. Hartmann 1983, 1992, Cowie 1987 and 1990, Landau 1989, Svensén 1993). The results of Pregelj's analysis would probably be different if she had consulted two monolingual dictionaries for native speakers.

The results can be supported also by the findings of Alan Partington. In his 1993 article, Partington concludes that "there is tentative evidence to suggest, then, that the number of wholly reliable true friends between even closely related languages is probably fewer than is generally imagined" (Partington 1993: 109).

Out of 84 true friends, 12 (14.3 %) are restricted to music (lamento, lamentoso, largetto, largo, leggero, lentamente, lento).

The semantic analysis did not comprise zero-equivalent false friends for the simple reason that the English language lacks the counterpart with which the Slovene internationalisms could be compared. Since 115 zero-equivalent false friends were found in the corpus, the analysis was carried out on a sample of 780 Slovene internationalisms and their English counterparts.
A careful examination of the semantic content of the Slovene-English lexical pairs showed that, on the conceptual level (and maybe on other semantic levels as well), 45 pairs of lexemes do not overlap at all, while 134 pairs of internationalisms overlap only partially. Out of these 134 cases of partial false friendship, the Slovene lexical item is narrower in meaning than its English counterpart (L1 < L2) in 78 instances (laburističen v. labour/Labour, licenca v. licence and liker v. liqueur), there are 37 cases in which the Slovene lexeme is broader in meaning than its English counterpart (L1 > L2) (levit v. Levite, limonada v. lemonade, luminal v. luminal), while 19 lexical pairs are at the same time broader and narrower in meaning (L1 <-> L2), e.g., lazaret v. lazarettolazarettlazarette, limuzina v. limousine and loža v. loge. See Figure 3.
Often divergences on the conceptual level are accompanied by differences on the stylistic, collocational and/or connotational level as well, e.g., laborirati v. labour, lak v. lacquer and lift v. lift.

Figure 4. Slovene-English semantic false friends beginning with the letter L
Apart from the above-mentioned semantic false friends, differences in the stylistic meaning resulted in false friendship in 37 additional cases, 14 lexical pairs had different ranges of collocations, while 2 more pairs differed on the connotational level. In other words, 232 cases of semantic false friendship were identified.

The remaining 466 pairs of internationalisms were then compared in order to establish whether any misleading differences in form could be observed. Differences in the morphological structure result in false friendship in 236 additional cases. The corpus further consists of 184 examples of phonological false friends and 44 pairs of orthographical false friends. See Figure 5.

**Figure 5. Slovene-English internationalisms beginning with the letter L**

Similarly to true friends, morphological, phonological and orthographical false friends do not present any problem semantically. The errors are due to a certain similarity in form, which leads us to believe that total correspondence may exist. Most translators, lexicologists and lexicographers tend to ignore false friendship caused by dissimilarity in form. Yet, the fact that 51.7% of internationalisms beginning with the letter L either have a different morphological structure or are pronounced and/or spelled differently shows that this group should not be neglected.

The analysis of morphological false friends showed that, on the basis of the differences in form, most of the internationalisms may be divided into three groups: internationalisms with different suffixes (137 pairs, which amounts to 58% of morphological false friends), internationalisms provided with a suffix in Slovene and corresponding to lexemes without any suffix in English (63 pairs, which amounts to 26.7% of morphological false friends) and internationalisms provided with a suffix in English and corresponding to lexemes without any suffix in Slovene (23 pairs, which amounts to 9.75% of morphological false friends). See Figure 6.
Although there is a very restricted, yet existent and often quoted, group of treacherous adverbs, e.g., *eventualno* v. *eventually*, *evidentno* v. *evidently*, etc., morphological false friends in the corpus of Slovene-English internationalisms beginning with the letter L do not include adverbs. While the noun is the prevailing part of speech in Group 1 and the only part of speech in Group 3, most of the examples in Group 2 are adjectives (71.4%). Very often, the differences between Slovene and English can be explained as languages’ preference for different word-formation processes (cf. Klinar 1996: 149–233).

Certain word-formation patterns seem to be predictable. When analysing internationalisms with different suffixes, for example, it could be established that all the Slovene verbs ending in *-izirati* corresponded to English verbs ending in *-isel-ize*, e.g., *laicizirati*-izirati v. *lactise/lactize*, *legalizirati* v. *legalise/legalize* and *leksikalizirati* se v. *lexicalise/lexicalize*, while those ending in *-irati* tended to correspond to English verbs converted from the corresponding nouns, or to those furnished with the zero morpheme, e.g., *lamentirati* v. *lament*, *licencirati* v. *license* and *lokavirati* v. *lock out*.

The same degree of predictability was established with Slovene nouns ending in *-acija*, *-ocija* and *-ucija* which all corresponded to English nouns ending in *-ation*, *-ation* and *-ation* (*laktacija* v. *lactation*, *lokomocija* v. *locomotion* and *lokucija* v. *location*), with Slovene nouns ending in *-izacija* and corresponding to English nouns.
ending in -isation/-ization (tabalizacija v. tabalisation/-tabalization, legalizacija v. legalisation/legalization and lokalizacija v. localisation/localization), with Slovene nouns ending in -za and corresponding to English nouns ending in -sis (lipoliza v. lipolysis, lipomatoza v. lipomatosis and litiza v. litiiasis) or -se (laktaza v. lactase, leguminoza v. leguminose and lipaza v. lipase), with Slovene nouns ending in -ija, which, with the exception of legija, corresponded to English nouns ending in -y (laparoskopija v. laparoscopy, laringologija v. laringology and leksikografija v. lexicography), and with Slovene nouns ending in -a which, with several exceptions, correspond to English nouns ending in -a (lajka v. laika, lambda v. lambda and lin-krusta v. lincrusta) or -e (latrina v. latrine, ligatura v. ligature and lokomotiva v. locomotive).

Because of a high level of predictability, the above-mentioned nouns and verbs are treated as true friends unless misleading changes in pronunciation and/or spelling occur.

No predictability at all, however, can be established with phonological false pairs. While the Slovene and English lignin and lupulin, for example, are true friends and are therefore also pronounced alike – always considering systematic phonological differences – lamantin, lanolin, legumin and luciferin are not. Phonological false friends consist of two sets of items. The first set is composed of items with which dissimilarity is restricted to pronunciation. With internationalisms beginning with the letter L, 35 pairs of phonological false friends enter this category, e.g., laser, legator, leopard, lumbago and lustrum. The second set comprises pairs of internationalisms with which dissimilar pronunciation is accompanied by different spelling as well, e.g., lambrekin v. lambrequin, landsknecht v. landsknechtsquenets and lef v. leu.

Phonological false friends fall into two groups. The first group consists of pairs of lexemes which differ in the position of the word stress. This is often accompanied by other divergences in pronunciation, too (lamé v. lamé, lipoliza v. lipolysis and lupanar v. lupanar). The second group of phonological false friends is composed of pairs whose pronunciation differs considerably, e.g., lef v. leu, loci v. loci and lumbago v. lumbago. See Figure 7.

Figure 7. Slovene-English phonological false friends beginning with the letter L.
Orthographical false friends are pairs of internationalisms which are spelled differently, but which – apart from differences accounted for by language systems – present no problem on the phonological level. With orthographical false friends found in the corpus, four recurrent types of divergences may be observed: the use of single consonants in Slovene v. that of double consonants in English (lama v. llama, lema v. lemma and libretto v. libretto), the use of the letter i in Slovene v. that of the letter y in English in the orthography of lexical morphemes (labirintodont v. labyrinthodont, larinks v. larynx and lincati v. lynch), the use of the small letter in Slovene v. that of the capital letter in English (lada v. Lada, leninist v. Leninist and lunik v. Lunik), and differences in the spelling of a restricted number of foreign words (lazanja v. lasagne, leitmotiv v. leitmotif and lornjet v. lorgnette). See Figure 8.

Figure 8. Slovene-English orthographical false friends beginning with the letter L

Finally, zero-equivalent false friends should also be mentioned, for 12.85 per cent of the Slovene internationalisms beginning with the letter L belong to this category. The considerable number of zero-equivalent false friends is partly due to the incredible ease with which the Slovene language, unlike the English one, forms adjectives, and nouns denoting the quality of something and ending in -ost or -stvo.
Often, Slovene zero-equivalent false friends are lexicalised in English, e.g., *lakirati* v. *defecate*. There are concepts or referents, however, which have not been lexicalised and can therefore only be paraphrased in the English language, e.g., *la-salovec*, which could be paraphrased as *a supporter of Ferdinand Lassalle*.

The results and the observations made on the basis of the described corpus analysis lead to the conclusion that false friendship is much more widespread than is generally thought.

Finally, there seems to be an interactive relationship between false friends and the user. First of all, the users, with their awareness, may prevent errors of false-friend type. This is undoubtedly only possible if they are provided with reliable bilingual dictionaries. Second, it is the users’ needs that determine which type of false friends could be regarded as most treacherous. Translators and people concerned with written texts, for example, may neglect the phonological aspect of internationalisms. On the other hand, those who are interested in oral communication, for example, tourist guides, employees in international institutions, let alone interpreters, should pay special attention to differences in pronunciation as well.

**IV. Conclusion**

The analysis of internationalisms beginning with the letter L in the Slovene language and their comparison with their English-language counterparts confirms the validity of the typology discussed by Leban 1998 according to which false friends can be divided into:

- **semantic false friends**, i.e., pairs of words which are identical or similar in form, but (partly or wholly) dissimilar in meaning;
- **pairs of words which are identical or similar in meaning, but dissimilar in form.**

Three types may be established:

(a) **morphological false friends**, i.e., pairs of words which are identical or similar in meaning, but of different morphemic structure,

(b) **phonological false friends**, i.e., pairs of words which with dissimilarity in pronunciation, sometimes accompanied by differences in spelling as well, is restricted to the phonological level, and

(c) **orthographical false friends**, i.e., pairs of words which with dissimilarity in form is restricted to spelling;

---

9 This has been supported by the results of an empirical study carried out by Topalova. In her 1997 article, Topalova observes that the number of errors due to false friendship decreases during the process of language learning. The merit probably goes, to a great extent, to foreign-language teachers and moderators of translation-practice classes, and their constant reminding of the existence of internationalisms and their deceptive similarities.

10 Slovene-English bilingual dictionaries are not renowned for their reliability (cf. Leban 1994 and 1998, Pregelj 1995). In order to prevent errors due to false friendship, the users have to act as language and dictionary investigators. First, they must verify the existence of an internationalism in L2. Second, they ought to compare the form and the meaning(s) of the two lexemes. Third, they should find correct lexicographical equivalents.
• **zero-equivalent false friends**, i.e., words of non-native origin whose foreign-looking and/or sounding form might induce us to believe that there exist corresponding words, identical or similar in form, in the target language, when in fact they do not.

Although the above-mentioned typology appears to be systematic, the analysis of the corpus showed that there are no clear-cut categories. The reason for this is that false friends may differ on more than one level, and that there are no clear-cut boundaries in word meaning.
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Internacionalizmi med slovenščino in angleščino

Poglavitni cilj študije je bil ugotoviti, ali govorci slovenščine in angleščine lahko uporabljajo internacionalizme, besede, ki so del mednarodnega besedišča, kot lekseme, ki se pomensko povsem ujemajo v obeh jezikih.

V ta namen je avtorica pripravila korpus, ki zajema 895 slovenskih internacionalizmov na l- in njihovih angleških ustreznih. Leksikalne pare so avtorica primerjala med seboj, da bi preverila, ali so izrazi ustreza pomensko, in sicer na konceptualni, konotacijski, kolokacijski in slogovni ravni, ter oblikovno, in sicer v morfološki sestavi, izgovarjavi in zapisu.

Rezultati študije so pokazali, da ima lemejeno število slovensko-angleških internacionalizmov dovolj skupnih semantičnih, morfoloških, fonetičnih in ortografskih lastnosti, da bi jih govorci tujega jezika lahko uporabljali v skladu s pravili maternega jezika, ne da bi v drugem jeziku naredili napako.

Pri večini preučevanih leksikalnih parov je avtorica opazila razlike v pomenu, morfološki sestavi, izgovarjavi oziroma pisavi. Pogosto so se leksikalni pari med seboj razlikovali na več ravneh. Pomenski lažni prijatelji se lahko med seboj razlikujejo na ravni pomena, morfoloških, izgovarjave in pisave. Ponski lažni prijatelji se sicer pomensko ujamejo, razlikujejo pa se v svoji morfološki sestavi. Morfološkim razlikam se lahko pridružijo tudi razhajanja v izgovarjavi in zapisu. Glasovslovne lažne prijatelje različno izgovarjamo, včasih pa tudi zapisujemo, medtem ko so razlike med ortografskimi lažnimi prijatelji omejene zgolj na zapis.

Čeprav so internacionalizmi del mednarodnega besedišča, jih v slovenščini in angleščini ne uporabljamo na enak način. Navzliči temu nas navidezne podobnosti med njimi pogosto zavedejo, in sklepamo, da gre za lekseme, ki imajo enak pomen in se v jeziku podobno obnašajo, prav na podlagi takšnega sklepanja pa lahko naredimo napake in se ujamevamo v past lažnih prijateljev.

A Survey of Internationalisms between Slovene and English

The major aim of the survey here reported was to establish whether internationalisms, words which are used internationally, may be used by Slovene and English language users as lexical items with a total meaning overlap.
For the purpose of the study, a corpus comprising 895 Slovene lexical items beginning with the letter L and their English-language counterparts was created. The lexical items in the corpus were then compared to verify their similarities in meaning, both on the conceptual, connotational, collocational and stylistic levels, and in form, both in terms of their morphological structure, pronunciation and orthography.

The study showed that only a limited number of internationalisms between Slovene and English share enough semantic, morphological, phonetic and orthographic characteristics to be used in the foreign language without falling into the trap of committing interlingual errors.

With most of the analysed lexical pairs, differences in meaning, morphological structure, pronunciation and/or spelling could be observed. Often, lexical pairs differed on more than one level. Semantic false friends, for example, may differ in meaning, morphology, pronunciation and spelling. With morphological false friends, the meanings of the lexemes are the same—the lexical pairs would differ in their morphological structure. Often, morphological differences would be accompanied by phonological and orthographical divergences as well. Finally, while with phonological false friends differences in pronunciation may be supported also by different spelling, divergences among orthographical false friends are restricted to orthography.

Although it is true that internationalisms are words which are used internationally, it has been proven that they are not used in the same way in the Slovene-English language pair. Yet, it is their apparent similarities that often lead us to believe that they share their meaning and linguistic behaviour, thus inducing us to commit interlingual errors of false-friend type.